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CHINA WILL RESPOND TO NORTH KOREA

MARTIN LUTHER KING A REPUBLICAN?

CHINA WILL BACK PROPER 'PUNITIVE ACTIONS" AGAINST NORTH
KOREA IN RESPONSE TO THEIR RECENT NUCLEAR WEAPONS
TEST, ACCORDING TO THE NEW YORK TIMES.

FIND OUT WHY SOME RADIO ADS ARE CLAIMING THAT MANY
OF MARTIN LUTHER KING'S IDEAS REFLECT THE REPUBLICAN
PLATFORM IN NATION AND WORLD.
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''Comedy Chaos'' Bririgs Laughter to 2006 Homecoming
BY CHRISTINA WRIGHT
Managing Editor

Greg Jackson, of the technical staff in the theatre arts
department, worked 12 hours
for two days to prepare a 6-foot
gaping red mouth with white
teeth to set "the stage oflaughter" for Comedy Chaos: Laugh
Responsibly
Homecoming
Comedy Show.
Dominic
BlackwellCooper, the chair of the
Co1nedy Show, said he wanted
to bring a different show. So,
he sought Jackson out for the
stage prop for the comics to
enter the stage. He arranged
for Zach and His Band, a
Seattle band, to play some
original and remade classic R&.B. He called in Pamela
Yasycki and Joseph Wiggins to
freestyle tap dance.
"I wanted to set the mood,
get people relaxed," he said.
"Then, I wanted the comics to
come out and do their thing."
Jackson also wanted a
renowned comic to headline

Jordan
and
the show, and he
Cocoa Brown.
found that through
Steve Harvey, who
They each had
recently became
clear depictions
the morning voice
of college life.
on WHUR. He
Jordan
said he had "come
joked
about
roommates.
see about his nieces and nephews;
He joked that
make sure they're
Ruben Studdard
getting their educould be the
cation."
man in the book"Without
store to tell stuHoward, I don't
dents tl1at their
exist," Harvey said
$8,ooo
book
in an interview.
is only worth
"So, it's a famseven dollars at
ily affair. I'm not a
Uryan Jork'i' ~ St-1110.. Photo 1·:..1110..
buy-back tin1e.
college student; I'm Steve Harvey (Above left) and Cocoa Brown (Above right), along with LaVell
But the joke
more like an uncle. Crawford and Ronnie J o rdan, entertained a full house at this year's Comedy Show. that left tears in
Uncle Steve."
the audience's
Harvey also
the interview. "The problem is theme and ran with it. Sean
eyes involved a
introduced the DDOW - Don't not going to change until the Gist, a sophomore finance special relationship with acerDegrade Our Women - cam- black men change; that's who major, said he was in tears at tain honey bun. Trying to stick
paign, and invited any young I have to get involved."
some points.
to a diet, Alicia Keys' 'Fallin'
men to help in his venture to
Harvey said he is not
"I wen~ to the comedy played. Ile finally gave in to
change the lyrics in hip-hop against hip-hop, but the lyr- show last year and I think this temptation and took a bite to
that depict black women in a ics should not attack black one was better because of the Ginuwine's 'My V.'hole Life.'
negative manner.
women.
combination of comedians," But, a mishap and honey bun
"I need young black men
All was not serious last he said.
on the floor left Jordan singing
to spearhead that," he said in night, as the show took the
The show featured Ronnie 'Gone' by Justin Timberlake.

Cocoa Brown, despite her
age, caught the audience offguard with her knowledge of
college life. She depicted a
freshman preyed on by a 27year-old sophomore. Also,
a heart-broken guy whose
friends put a picture of him
crying on Facebook had
Cramwn Auditorium roaring
with laughter.
"\'\'hen I realized you guys
had a network, I sent out a
blog asking you guys to tell me
about what goes on," she said
in an interview.
LaVell , Crawford was
the last act, telling jokes that
almost took down the house.
For example, Crawford on
Halloween, in a big red devil
costume, with a preacher
antagonizing the Devil to walk
through the door, as well as a
'·sopper" - one who uses bread
to sop up any juices or gravy
on his plate - and why not to
play the "Yo mamma·• game
with your mom.

Mircosoft Ai01s to Upstage
Apple iPod with Zone
BY JUSTIN CHARLES
Contnbuting Writar

Ur)•n Jont"" • Sf-nkw PIKi4o Edleor

The position of HBCU's as a way to placate newly free African Americans following the
Clvll War has become quite diffe rent over the generations.

Views of HBCU's Changin.g
This is tile first i11stallme11t of a two part story. See tomorrow's issue for part two.
BY DANIELLE KWATENG

reported that HBCU's have prorluced the bulk
of today's black middle class: 30 percent of
blacks who hold doctorates, 3S percent of black
When the First Congressional Society lawyers, so percent of black engineers, 6S perof Washington first sat down and thought of cent of black physicians.
establishing a theological seminary for blacks,
Maxwell also showed research by Roebucks
they never could have imagined what it would and Murty that found "professors encourage
stand for today.
spirited exchange of subject matter, ideas,
Approved to be chartered by President beliefs and opinions during class discussions
Andrew J ohoson in 1867, Howard was origi- at HBCU's."
nally supposed to be a liberal arts and sciencePresident of LeMoyne-Owen College, in
focused university.
Nashville, James Wingate, agreed.
Now, over 130 years later, Lhe same uni"Giving the under prepared student a
versity is the embodiment of intellech1al devel- chance to be nurtured, taught, coached, cajoled
opment and innovation for the world. Most and encouraged ultimately to the point that
students know the history and know the suc- they achieve and go on into the workforce and
cessful people that have graduated from this contribute to tl1e gross national product - that's
university, but tend to forget the impact of what it's really all about. It's not that other colHoward's presence.
leges can't do that. It's that HBCU's do it betHoward was built during a time when the ter," Wingate said.
country was in a state of unrest and still felt
Marymount University sophomore Loren
divided from the Civil War.
Hulen believes the atmosphere at Howard is
"Originally whites thought, 'we don't want lively.
them in our colleges so we'll set up something
"I applied to Howard University and was
for them, but give them less funding'," said accepted; however, Marymount accepted me
Emory Tolbert, Ph.D., a professor in the history first and I decided a smaller school would probdepartment.
ably be better for me. It's funny; I've been to
"The tradition of racism is to degrade Howard at night and it's kind of strange to see
and make all things [that are] 'black' inferior. people still walking around on the Yard at 10
But HBCU's were specifically created for the at night. 10 p.m. at Marymount, and everyone
advancement of African Arnericans--and now is in their rooms. The campus looks empty,"
years later-- alumni send their sons and daugh- Hulen said.
ters to them," Tolbert said.
.................................................................
Bill Maxwell, for tl1e St. Petersburg Post, See HBCU, LIFE & STYLE AS

Hilltop Staff Writar
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These new devices are
seen everywhere on students
hanging out on the Yard or
hurrying to their next class.
The majority of these students
have one thing in common:
the signature iPod ear buds
nestled deep into the side of
the ear cavity. In a world in
which there are undeniably
hundreds of music media, tl1e
Apple iPod reigns king. But,
Microsoft is telling Apple to
move over.
On Nov. 14, Microsoft
is putting the newest innovation, the Zune, a po1table
digital media player priced at
$249.99, on the market.
. Microsoft's new product will hit shelves with
30GB (gigabytes) of storage
space and is available in one
of tluee basic colors: black,
white or brown. To start with,
the device is packed with a
selection of preloaded media
content, including songs,
music videos and film shorts.
The device sports a
bright, 3-inch screen liquid
crystal display (LCD) video
screen that is so percent
larger than the sGB iPods.
The screen can be viewed in
either portrait modes, for
pictures, or landscape mode,
which is ideal for viewing
video content.
Zune users can not only
view pictures and videos, but
are also able to custo1nize
Zune devices with personalized pichtres and themes.
The Zune also includes a FM
tuner, which allows users to
tune in to their favorite radio
programs, a feature that has
' yet to be included on factory
sold iPods.
The Zune breaks the
mold on media players with
its ability to wirelessly share
media such as full-length
sample tracks, playlists and
pictures with other Zune
players. Customers can listen to full tracks of any such
LIFE & STYLE
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imported song for a maximum chasing the Zune over the
of three times in the space iPod. "I already own an iPod,
of three days. If a customer but if the Zune and the iPod
likes the song and wants to had come out at the same
purchase it, customers can tin1e, I'd still have chosen the
choose songs immediately to iPod," he said.
buy at the growing number of
Sophomore
physics
online stores, including Zune major Cristin Chall has mixed
Marketplace and Xbox Live thoughts about how the Zune
Marketplace, where thou- will be received. '"The iPod
sands of other songs can be has tl1e prestige of the brand
purchased individually.
name 'Apple' behind it, and
However, individual pur- the style is also a factor [in]
chases aren't the only way to why many people choose the
get songs. With a Zune Pass iPod over other Ml'3 playsubscription for $14.99 a ers," Chall said, "The Zune
month, users gain access to has all tl1ese new features,
millions of songs. On top of and though I believe that the
all these features, the Zune's wireless service may be a bit
sofl'ware will allow for the expensive, l think the FM
importation of already exist- hmer is a great feature."
ing media, be it music, picChall currently 0\'1'115 an
tures or videos, from i1\mes iPod nano, but it has not been
and Windows Media Player working properly as of late.
in a wide variety of popular
"The iPod is sort of fragformats.
ile and I'd consider buying
The Microsoft Zunc is the Zune over another iPod
a revolutionary device. The because of its greater durabildevice's PC software will alert ity," Chall said.
the user when
updates for the
Zune are available for download. Customers
can choose from
a wide variety of
home-based or
travel rcadyaccessories to 'pin1p
out' the Zune at
prices
ranging
from $19.99 to
$99.99.
Although the
Zune brings all
these new features to the portable media player market, there
are still many
people who don't
expect it to rival
the iPod.
Sophomore
civil
engineering major Mark
Dates
believes
that the features
aren't impressive
Filo Photo
Micl'(K()f'I
"ill
introduced
the
Zone,
a
portable
mul·
enough to wartimedln de• ice that will rival Apple's iPod. The Zune
rant him pur- \\hlCh debuts on Nov 14 and sell for $249.99.
EDITORIALS & PERSPECTIVES
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Campus Police Offer Secu,rity
BY EBONI FARMER

Armstrong strongly recommends
that students follow the rules the
University enforces.
"Howard University has great
Now that students have stood in
line, purchased tickets and decided students, so I know this year we
which afterparties to attend, personal will have another great homecoming. Students 1nust continue to follow
safety must be taken seriously.
The line of students that waited the rules and regulations of Howard
outside of Cramton Auditorium to University so that everyone remains
purchase tickets on Monday morning safe. It is necessary that students help
shows just how serious students at the police maintain a safe environHoward University are about attend- ment," Armstrong said.
Howard Homecoming is nationing Homecoming events.
Ho\.vard University Campus ally acclaimed, which means that
Police will be taking the necessary people from outside cities and states
precautions to ensure that all of the will be attending the events.
"Most of the violence that occurs
Homecoming events run smoothly
on and off Howard's campus during
and safely.
"The Special Events depart- Homecoming events does not involve
ment has been preparing for secu- Howard students, Armstrong said."
rity during homecoming," said Henry Students can become vulnerable to
Armstrong, Campus Police deputy outsiders committing crimes.
"It is important that students are
chief. "Campus police will be going
above and beyond to make sure the always concerned about t heir personal safety," Armstrong said. 'f'fhis
campus and students are secure."
Armstrong said additional officers means they lock their doors, do not
will be working during Homecoming take rides from strangers and follow
the District's rules and regulations on
week.
"Special events look at what the alcohol consumption."
Armstrong also stated that the
events entail to decide what type of
influx of crime on Ho\vard's campus
security will be needed," he said.
Although Homecoming is a fes- is kept to a minimum because of extra
tive time for Howard students, Chief precautions Campus Police take.
Hilltop Staff Writer

Although cainpus police will be
at events to protect students and the
public, Armstrong reminded students
that they still must careful this week.
'The hype that students hear
about Howard's Homecoming is real
and because of this they need to know
not to trust anyone they meet on the
streets," said ShaJWon Thompson, a
junior chemical engineering major.
Thompson suggests that freshmen should "look out for one another."
"I'm a junior so I have experienced Homecoming," she said. "To
the freshmen who have not experienced it, do not forget to never travel
alone and make sure you 'vatch your
drinks."
Freshn1an students were required
to attend meetings in the dormitories
regarding safety.
"During the meeting in the Annex,
campus police came and discussed
dangers such as date rape. Before the
meeting I \vas only concerned with
having fun during Homecoming, but
now I understand that I have to protect myself so that I can have fun,"
said freshman print journalism major
Alana Copland.

Campus police wlll Increase security and visibility during Homecoming events to ensure that students and
visitors have a safe environment to en)oy this week. Students warn freshmen to mindful of danger.

Lack of Wireless Internet Leaves Students to Find Another Way
BY EBONI FARMER

Sophomore political science
major and Carver Hall resident
Daniel Edwards has frequently
complained.
"It is an ongoing problem. I
have complained to my dorm director, my parents even called the
University but I still do not have
wireless service; I either have to go
to the library or a friend's room,"
Edwards.
Information Systems and
Services (ISAS) at Howard has
noticed the many reasons students
may not be able to access the wireless network in the dorms. Some
students can receive wireless service in the dorms, but the connection often drops because of a low
signal. This, according to ISAS,
could be attributed to an overload
of users or the system may be temporarily down. ISAS has often seen
that the students personal systems
internal wireless antenna is not
switched on.
In order to be certified as network ready, ISAS must be certain
that students personal systems
meet minimum requirements
to be able to access the Howard
University network. To determine
if the system has the necessary
software to obtain wireless connection students can receive assistance

HilltOP Staff Writer

One of the many items students
purchase before coming to college
is a laptop, but recently students
looking forward to a night of surfing the Internet or doing homework
in the comfort of their dorm rooms
have been disappointed.
"I do not have wireless service
in my dorm room and it is an inconvenience when I have to go to a
study room on the west side of the
Annex or sit in the lobby to get
wireless," said freshman Bethune
Annex resident and pre-med major
Athena Henry.
Howard, like all schools, is no
utopia but the technological problems are continuous.
"This wireless service issue is
not new to Ho\vard. I stayed in
Carver my freshman year and never
had wireless service in my dorm,"
said junior psychology major Isaac
Henry. "It was frustrating but I survived without it."
The Office of Residence Life
in dormitories such as Carver Hall
and Bethune Annex has received
complaints and signed petitions.
For students who still lack service
it seems as though much has not
been done to fix the problem.

•1
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from the iLab staff.
Since every student residing
on campus housing with wireless
capabilities pays the $250 technology fee, students believe wireless internet service in the dorms
is deserved. At th.is time, 1nany
students cannot receive wireless
service in the dorms. Many students are wondering what can be
done while patiently waiting to
have the luxury of wireless serVICe.

Some students, such as freshman Truth Hall resident and
accounting major Alexis Madden,
use personal knowledge to solve
the problem.
"There is only so much students who have a lack of knowledge about how wireless service
works can do about it. For those
students who do not have service,
Ethernet cords are an option. I
l>ettll ~1nilh • SbtN' PIH•loanpht·r
purchased one from Target for
$25 that both my roommate Residence halls such as Carver and the Bethune Annex are experiand I use to access the Howard encing technical dlfflcultles with the wireless Internet connection.
University network," she said.
Other students without wireless service make regular late night have to go somewhere I can really contact ISAS or find alternative
concentrate," said freshtnan Carver solutions
trips to the iLab and the library.
"I go to the iLab or the library resident and sociology major Carl
almost every night. Carver can Black.
get a little too noisy so not havStudents like Black who arc
ing wireless service forces me to still having connection issues must
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CROSS INTO THE BLUE

OUR

•
HONEST ING RED lENTS.

Our scholarship covers tuition, textbooks and supplies and even gives you a monthly stipend for living
expenses. But it's the experience you'll gain after graduation that sets this program apart. As an Air Force
dentist, you'll be in a supportive team environment where teaching and mentoring are ongoing. You'll
have exposure to various specialties, and the weight of emergencies or difficult cases won't rest on your
shoulders alone. For more information about our Health Professions Scholarship Program, call or
visit us online.
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Will the business change you?
Or wit { yoLA

1- 800- 588- 5260 • AIRFORCE.COM/HEALTHCARE

chartge the [/usirtess?

Interested in business, law, or technology? Deloitte Financial Advisory
Services LLP ("Deloitte FAS") is hiring for its Analytic & Forensic
Technology practice.
Today's business environment generates vast amounts of data and information,
and almost all of this information is captured and stored in computerized
form. Deloitte FAS' Analytic & Forensic Technology practice (AFT) uses
high performance relational databases to help litigators and investigators
understand this electronic data and put it into context. AFT engagements
focus on complex domestic and international litigations and investigations
for Fortune 500 companies in the financial services and banking sectors.
They also focus on health care, telecommunications and other industries,
as well as many of the most highly regarded law firms in the country.

And you
thought
college was
the best tin1e
of your life.
As an officer in the U.S. Coast Guard,

every day you'll be putting your training,

To learn more about the position and drop your resume, please visit your
school's career center website. Resume drop ends October 16, 2006!

education, talents and leadership to
the test. Saving lives, protecting the

Deloitte.

environment, enforcing the aw,
patrolling our ports and guarding

Audie. Tax. Consulting. Financial Advisory.

America's coastline and water.1ays.
Is there anything better than than
Explore officer opPOrtunit;es,
Dtloitte & Touche USA llP and its sub$1dianes are an equal oppQrtun1ty

eligibility benefits and application

organization. We rtcruit. employ, train. compensate, and p1omote
without regard to race, religion, 'reed. color. national origin, age, gender.
sexual orienUtion. marital stat~ d15ab1hty. veter•n 11atus.. or arry other
bMis protected by applicable ftdenfll state or 10Uil law.

process at GOCOASTGUARD.COM

Oeloitte refers to one or more of Oeloitte Touche Tohmatsu. a Swiss
Ve rein, its member firms and thtlr respt(t•ve subsidiaries 4nd affiliates
A!. a Swiss Vere in (auoc:iation). neithtr Oelo1ne TCMJch-t Tohmatsu nor any
of its member firms has any liability for each other's acts or onVssioos.
Each of the member firms is a separate and independent l~al entity
operating undtr the names "Oeloitte. • ·oeloittt & Touche. • "Oeloftte
Touche Tohmatsu. • or other related namts. SeMcts are provided by the
mtmber firms or their subsidiaries or affiliatM and not by the C>eloitte
Tou<ht Tohmatsu Verein,

or call 1·877·NOW·USCG. Visit witr the
Coart Guard Recruiter at the
Career fair on Oct 4.

Otloittt & Tou<ht USA LLP is tti. U.S. member furn of Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu. In the U.S., services are provldtd by the subsid aries of Oelo1tte
& Touche USA lLP (Oelolttt & Touche UP. Dtlolttt Consulting LLP, Otlo1ttt
FinaMial Advisory ~Mees LlP. Oelolttt Tax lLP, and tl·f' r subsidiaries).
and not by Oeloitte & Touche USA LlP.
Member of Oeloitte Tovche Tohmatsu
Copyright O 2006 Dtloltte Oevtlopmtnt llC. All rights reservtd
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Radio Ad Questions MLK's Support of Republicans
BY TASHIRA J. WALKER
H111/op Staff Writer

While listening to the
radio, many Maryland residents may have tuned in on
a very controversial radio
advertisement. The ad is a
dialogue between two wo1nen,
in which one tells the other
that Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr. was a republican and the
Democratic Party created the
Ku Klux Klan, among other
things.
"It's [a] historical fact
and it see1ns ludicrous that
Dr. King was a Den1ocrat,
almost all Black Alnericans
were Republicans in those
days. We were fighting for
civil rights," said Frances
Rice, Chairinan of the
National Black Republican
Association (NBRA), the
organization responsible for
the radio ad.
In the article "Why
Martin Luther King, Jr. was a
Republican" written by Rice
and published on the NBRA
website, Rice educates readers with historical events to
back up her claim.
"It was the Democrats
who fought to keep blacks in
slavery and passed the discriminatory Black Codes and
Jim Crow laws," Rice said.
The article is an account
of the many reasons Dr. King
could have been a Republican.

Pbulo Court ~ • ,.( "••Jl•kha.co"ll

A radio advertisement by the National Black Republican Association claims Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. would have been a Republican if still alive today.
According to Rice's article,
it was the Republican Party
that has championed freedo1n and civil rights for
blacks since its' founding in
1854. In the article, she continues to prove that fron1 the
beginning, Republicans have
fought to free blacks while
Democrats have fought to
oppress blacks.
"The Democrat Party
is the party of the four S's;

slavery, secession, segregation and socialism. The
Republican Party stands for
equal rights and opportunity
for all. It is the government's
responsibility to provide for
the people, and we are the
best governn1ent that understands Americans and the
hearts of our people," Rice
said.
Many have strong opinions about the message

NBRA is sending. Students
here at Howard who listened
to the radio ad question its
relevance.
"I think it's just an attack.
The ad talks about what
Democrats have done against
Blacks in the past, but what
should be addressed is what
the Republican Party plans
to do or is doing for us now,
since they have full control
over Congress," said senior

history major Morgan Penn.
Other students, like
senior radio TV and film
major
Rochee
J effrey,
believe that Dr. King being
a Republican is not an argument for our times.
"I am not sure that it
is "vise to debate the political affiliation of Martin
Luther King Jr. because the
Democratic Party and the
Republican Party were vastly different from what they
are today [in comparison to]
King's years," Jeffrey said.
In an interview 'vith tl1e
Hilltop, Rice encouraged
black people, especially students, to extensively research
one's political history. She
discourages the common
practice of the media feeding into this party versus that
party, but instead spend time
reading and researching in
order to learn and understand historical truth.
It is comn1on now t o see
that more Black Americans
are associated ,.o;:ith the
Democrat Party. Rice said it is
because the Democrat Party
has worked hard to paint a
false image of Republicans
in the Black community, and
have built the myth that it
was the Republicans who
were against civil rights and
the truth has been lost in history.
.. Black Americans should

stop taking for granted their
vote. They have a choice and
they should choose candidates based on their policies
and not the label of their parties," Rice said.
Researchers and Dr.
King experts believe somewhat differently than Rice.
"King's father was a
registered
Republican;
most African Americans of
his generation belonged to
the party of Lincoln," said
Dr. Clayborne Carson, director of the Martin Luther King
Jr. Research and Education
Institute.
"But King can best be
described as an independent
who did not publicly disclose
the party he registered with, n
Carson said.
Carson also goes on to
say that Dr. King was in fact
openly critical of the presidential candidate Republican
Barry Goldwater and believes
that if Dr. King were alive
today, he would not have
endorsed President Bush.
"I don't think King
would have voted for him,
but he ' vould also be critical
of the current leadership of
the Democratic Party for not
doing enough to eliminate
poverty and to ach ieve other
goals that King fough t for."

November Elections for New CBC Leadership
BY SHARELL FERGUSON
H11/lop Staff Wntar

An election for the new
Congressional Black Caucus
(CBC) Chair will take place
after Nov. 7, 2006 according to CBC Communications
Director, Myra Dandridge.
There have been speculations
that
Michigan
Representative
Carolyn
Kilpatrick
will
become
the new leader. However,
Dandridge said that U.S.
Representative
Carolyn
Kilpatrick is running uncontested for the CBC chairmanship.
"At present, no CBC
members
who
have
announced their candidacy
for the 1•1 Vice Chair, 21111 Vice
Chair, Secretary or Whip
positions," she said.
Dandridge
explained
that for all positions, a candidate is elected and voted
into office.
With the responsibility
of closing the disparities gap
between African Alnericans
and
other
Americans,
Dandridge said that the CBC
chair must be able to maintain the vision, legacy and

1
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As the Congressional Black Caucus seeks to fi nd a new leader, the black community
must unite and decide what qualities a re more desired and favorable In a cand idate.
Diaspora.
Political
Depart1nent
Chair, Dr. Lorenzo Morris
said, "the CBC needs a chairperson who will take on the
responsibilityofensuringthat
the CBC pro1notes policies
that take on strong positions
on the war, and the incorporation of black me1nber-

ship in the Den1ocratic Party.
I think the 1nodel would be
someone like Congressman
Clarence Mitchell of many
years ago."
Junior political science major and College of
Arts and Sciences Student
Council
Vice
President
Sharday Smith said, "I think

that the CBC needs a strong,
youthful, energetic leader.
The new leader needs to be
someone who is able to reach
out to Black voters, as well as
1notivale and mobilize Black
youth. This leader 1nust also
be able to 'cross the aisle' and
work between parties effectively."

Smith said the "per- and minority citizens.
According to Dandridge,
fect person" for the role is
Representative Harold Ford, today there are 43 members
should he win election to the of the Congressional Black
Senate.
Caucus who represent m any
"Rep. Ford bas served of the largest and most popfive t enns in the House of ulated urban centers in the
Representatives and has country, together with some
proven to be a moderate, of the most expansive and
inclusive and effectiv·e lead- rural congressional di:ttricts
er," Smith said.
in the nation.
'lbese members, now as
As preparation for leadership elections progress, in the past, have been called
Dandridge said that the CBC upon to work as advocates
is referred to as the 'con- for America's varied conscience of the Congress' and stituent interests, developing
is therefore a strong political an ever-expanding legislative
agenda, as well as addressblock.
"Members of the CBC ing the concerns of their
have led the way on many own particular districts,"
legislative issues that impact Dandridge said.
the African American comShe added that the VJsion
munity including voting on and goal of the original 13
Supreme Court justices and members, "to promote the
judges, ending the genocide public welfare through legin Darfur, creating legisla- islation designed to meet !he
tion to restore the Gulf Coast needs of millions of neglectand highlighting the impor- ed citizens, n has been reaftance of getting tested for the firmed through the legislaHIVI AIDS virus," Dandridge tive and political successes of
the present day caucus.
said.
The CBC, with 13 black
members of the U.S. House
of Representatives, was
formed in 1969 to address
legislative concerns of black

Inside Liberia: War Overshadows Nation's History
BY CHLOE LOUVOUEZO
Contnbutmg Wntar

The end of this year will mark
Liberia's 16oth year since gaining
independence from the American
Colonization Society in 1847. Since
then, Liberia, the first African country to gain independence, has seen a
stream of conflict occur, leaving the
country at unrest and instability.
During the past 17 years, the
country has experienced two civil
wars: the first, lasting from 1989
until 1996 and the second lasting
from 2002 until Oct of 2003. The
sequence of conflict in the country has left long term devastating
effects to the economy, government
and people of Liberia.
The first civil war began when
the National Patriotic Front of
Liberia, a group of rebels assembled
by Charles Taylor, were attacked
back by the Liberian Army. The
army also attacked civilian \rillages
throughout the country. The then
president, Samual Doe was killed
and the presidency was taken over
by Taylor and Prince Johnson. In
1997, an amendment was passed
agreeing to disarmament and ending the first civil war.
The second Liberian civil war
resulted when Doc's remaining

supporters,
the
Liberians United for
Reconciliation and
Democracy (LURD),
began fightin g to
gain control of the
local diamond fields
m Lofa County,
Liberia. The war
ended when the
United Nations and
U.S. military finally
mediated to stop the
rebel siege on the
capital, MonroYia,
and exile Taylor to
Nigeria.
This conflict left
the country dealing with corruption,
bad governance, massive looting of
public treasury and assets and mismanagement. The need for development in the country right now
is essential in order for Liberians
who have left to return home. In
some areas of Liberia, ruined hospitals and collapsed clinics are left
lo deteriorate past repair. There is
no electricity in many areas, including l\Ionrovia, except from private
generators. Roads have been flooded
and bridges have been bombed or
washed away.
Abundant natural resources
have been diverted by criminal con-

the conditions the war
left the country in.
There are more medical supplies in my bathCOTE
room cabinet than in a
D'IVOIRE
Liberian hospital."
The inauguration
of the new president,
Ellen Sirleaf, and her
plans to rebuild Liberia
has brought hope to the
country's future.
Since
Sirleaf
became president in
Jan. 2006, the conditions in Liberia have
Photneoun.... '''"""·•-•••• improYed and the new
government is implespiracies for private gain. HIV rates
menting positive change as quickly
have quadrupled. The human devasas possible. Liberia has instituted
tation of war killed 250,000 of the
programs with the World Bank and
three 1nillion people and displaced
the International Monetary Fund for
most of the rest as well as left the
a grant to speed up the transformacountry with $3.5 billion external
tion of Liberia.
debt.
The new government has accom\Vynnel Wilson, a Liberian
plished 70 percent of the promises
junior film production major at
Howard, said the conflict in Liberia made in Sirleafs campaign in just
eight months as president. Sirleaf
left her family in Liberia with little
hai; high hopes for the country and
Lo support then1selves. For this reason, Wilson's parents, who have just plans lo revive Liberia as a duty to
Liberians.
returned from a trip to Liberia, have
"They are counting on me and
been regularly sending money back
my administration to create the conhome for their family.
"The video tapes my parents ditions that will guarantee the realbrought back from Liberia showed ization of their dreams. We must

LIBERIA
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not betray their trust," Sirleaf stated
in an address to the United States
Congress earlier this month.
Sirleaf feels that stressing the
success of government "'ill b<.' the
success of all women in the country. Thirty-five percent of cabinet
positions in Liberia today are occupied by women. According to Sirleaf,
women in top governmental positions in Liberian government have
been performing up to her expectations since her inauguration and
she hopes women continue to be
the strength that her government
needs.
"It is a breathe of fresh air to see
a woman as president. I am waiting
to see how she will lift Liberia up.
No one issue is more important than
others," she said.
Wilson also described the need
for monetary aid and govern ment
intervention in every aspect of life
in Liberia. She plans to return to
Liberia for the first time in years
this upcoming summer looks forward to seeing progressive change in
the country.

S ee W ednesday's issue to
learn more about Liberia and
the firs t female, .t\frican president's projects.
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·Fake Bags: An Alternative or a Threat?
BY SHARISE CRUMLEY
Contnbutmg wnter

The Gucci label was created by said. "Face it, people aren't coming to
Guccio Gucci in 1921. Gucci opened New York to sec Lady Liberty, they
a small leather goods company in arc coming lo gel some fake bags."
The luxu ry industry is particuFlorence, Italy. Within a few years
his label had enjoyed a significant larly hard-hit by the fabrication of
amount of success. attracting sophis- goods, which unlawfully takes advanticated international clientele who tage of the prestige of its brands and
favored his equestrian style collec- harms their tradition, identity and
tion. Now, in 2006, Gucci continues image. More than 13,000 counterto explore new designs and fabrics. feiting proceedings and 6000 raids
'"La Pelle Guccissimo' - an entirely were launched last year alone, leadoriginal, heat-printed signature leath- ing to the arrest of almost 1000 couner- has been launched. Expressing its ·terfeiters.
workmanship and impeccable qual"Authentic Louis Vuitton prodity the ['La Pelle Guccissimo') is a ucts are sold exclusively in LV stores,
strength that is singularly Gucci's," l11rough the Customer department,
according to the brand's official web- and through the websites louisn1itton.com and eluxury.com. To combat
site.
Marlena Batts, a junior, fash- this scourge, a special team has been
ion merchandising major said, "Fake set up in Paris with offices abroad,"
merchandise is completely and utter- explained Sarah Fisk of Louisvuitton.
ly \\Tong. Creating designs is an art, com.
No matter your lifestyle, now
and exploiting and counterfeiting art
is not only illegal, [but] it completely sites such as bagborroworsteal.com
undermines all that the designer has offer a cheaper alternative to purput into the piece."
chasing a designer bag. At bagborJillian Nathan, an apparel mer- roworsteal.com consumers arc able
chandising and product development to do just tJ1at: select, borro\\ and
The house of Louis Vultton is one of
major att~nding the Fashion Institute return designer i terns.
of New York, had a different point of
There is no timt:! limit since cusview to express.
tomers are able lo borrow a bag for four categories of bags: couture, diva,
''Fake merchandise doesn't a week and return it or keep the bag princess and trendsetter.
Couture offers runway worbother me because it all stimulates for a year as long as their account is
the economy. Illegal immigrants are in good standing. After the first three thy handbags and jewel!)' from top
arrested in stings on Canal Street in months of membership, customers designers for $175.00 a month. Diva
New York over selling fake handbags are able to borrow up to five bags at offers luxurious dream bags and jewand it costs taxpayers money," Nathan one time. Bagborroworsteal.com has elry at $90.00 a month. Princess

tI I

•
Counterfeit fashion merchandise continues to constitute111 major
threat to the big na1n es in fashion.
Georgetown,
Manhattan,
street
vendors, dormitories, the internet,
what do all of these places have in
c01nmon? You will almost always
encounter counterfeit Louis Vuitton
or Gucci bags and accessories in each
of these locations.
Since the admission ofboth Louis
Vuitton and Gucci into the fashion
industry, merchants, street vendors,
college students and internet users
have tried to make a profit from
counterfeit replicas. In Prato, Milan,
Italian police confiscated more than
650,000 imitation Louis Vuitton and
Gucci bags during a raid on a counterfeiting factory owned by Chinese
businessmen:
•sadly, Prato has
become a cradle of counterfeiting in
Italy," Reuters reported after a telephone conversation with an Italian
official.
The original House of Louis
Vuitton was formed in 1854 by Louis
Vuitton Malletier to make high quality luggage. Right from the beginning, Louis insisted on extraordinary
quality and craftsmanship, catering
to the rich people who appreciated
the beauty of his products, according
to the Designer History website.

'
the hardest hit by counterfeiters

offers confidently versatile bags and
accessories for $40.00 a month, and
Trendsetters offers fresh, trend-forward accessories for only S20.oo a
month.

Brand Battle: Sean John vs. Ralph Lauren
They all claim to be superior, but what do their consumers think?

David Williams, sophomore biology mqjor

Aesthetics

Price

''They both make quality
clothes; that's a hard one to
choose."

"I love Sean John's styles.
They really fit my personality. Ralph Lauren might be

"Both are on the high end,
so I'm not sure which is better

·r have to go with Ralph
Lauren. Their
unmatched."

Jason
Grandberry,
freshman biology mqjor
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Ralph is the way to go."
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The Verdict

I'm not a clothes guy, but
I'll pick Sean John."

"I have some Sean John
clothes, so I prefer them. n

"I've never bought anything from Ralph Lauren.
Sean John is ok."

"Sean John I guess. I have
to choose Sean John."
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"I'm not too sure, both
aren't cheap really."

Aesthetics
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"Ralph Lauren styles are
Its just my kind oflook."
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The Verdict

Price

Quality
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Jasmi Hm-ris, sophomore management major

"I'll go with Sean John."
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Volleyball Team Falls in Five Sets to
BY JULIANNE HANCKEL
Hilltop Staff Wntar

In a five-game contest last night
at Burr Gymna$ium,.the Lady Bison
faced the University of Maryland
Eastern Shore (UMES) Lady Hawks
in a conference match up, losing 3
games to 2. The Bison are coming
off of a 3-1 win over University of
Delaware this Saturday, improving
their overall record to 4-12.
There was some miscommunication on the floor between the Lady
Bison, as the ball dropped in the middle of the floor two times. They were
able to recover from those mistakes
early in the game, but still trailed the
UMES Lady Hawks 9-15.
"'Ne play a little apprehensive at times in front of our home
crowd," said Howard coach Orlando
Larracuente. "Our players are so
eager to win, and show the crowd
how hard they've been working, that
we fall short sometimes."
The Hawks also fell short on
their defensive game last night, as
many balls dropped at their feet in
order to give the Bison some points
on their side of the scoreboard.
"Howard is a great team physically and athletically," said UMES
coach Alex Temkin.
·The Bison served up some great
plays, including some key spikes by
junior Morgan Maxwell, in order to
move up the score to 22-.26 UMES.
It seemed the end of the game would
work in favor of the Bison as they
regained the ball a few times before

the Hawks reached 30 points, but
they were not able to produce and
game one ended with a UMES win
30-24.
'
Game two began wiU1 service by
Bison junior Janel .James, and the
game was quickly tied to 3-3. The
Bison were trailing 6-13 until J ames
came up with a spike in order to
move the Bison to 7-13.
A short serve on the UMES side
of the net gained the ball back for the
Bison, as they pushed to move the
score closer. It was Morgan "Maxwell
again who came up with the spike,
but UMES proved to be too far away
on the scoreboard to catch up with a
score of 13-22.
The game continurd to move on
with a score of 14-27 as the Hawks
Melanie Durimel came up with blocks
and spikes on the UMES side of the
net. The Bison lost game two with a
final score of 15-30.
··~ Pbolo
The Bison started the third game Sophomore Janel James, left, and j unior Gabrielle Nicol defend the
with a meeting in the center of the net. Howard dropped to 1-2 In the MEAC with the loss to UMES.
court to boost morale, and came out
"Howard has many more threats
obviously stronger than the previous ger effort of game three. The Bison
on the bench than we do," Temkin
two games. The Bison were still trail- had finally taken a lead comfortable
said, "They arc able to sub players
ing during the beginning of tht third enough to secure the ''in" ith a score
off the bench when "c can't. \Vt• fell
game, but this time the gap was murh of 29-25, in order to force a game
asleep today during game three, and
closer and the Bison took the lead at four. With senior Vanessa Hubbard
we were not mentally in it."
at Lhe serving line, the return on the
8-7.
A forced game four was ncces·The Bison struggled to keep the .UMES side was not successful and
san for both teams, and it was the
lead, but even as they tied the game the Bison took the ·v,r for game three
U~tES Lady Hawks that came out to
i3-13, it was a bad serve by UMES with a score of 30-25.
play, raising the score early to 4-2. It
that put the ball on the Bison side.
"We turned Lhc game around
was literally point for point in game
This was the first time in the three defensively; it is really about getting
four as both teams tried to pull ahead
games the Bison led by two points.
ourselves to a state where we can play ,...ith anything they could do to get a
The score was 20-15 Bison as aggressh·ely, and under control," said
point.
they continued to make the big- coach Larracuente.
With Howard in the lead 24-

SCORES
Volleyball
UMES
Howard

3
2

Men's Soccer
Navy
Howard

2
3 (OT)

TODAY'S GAMES
None

23, it was the Bison who took the
lead again by two points. But in a
quick change of events, the score was
brought to 25-25. \'\1ith the score now
29-28 Howard, Howard wins game
four 36-28.
"'They ,.,.-ant to win, they want
to do well and they play hard," said
Larracuente, "\Ve are gdting there."
With the game match score 22, the last and final game five of
the match would determine the first
team to 15 points, the winner. The
score was 7-12 as Howard struggled
to catch up before UMES reached
their 15 points. Howard was not able
to catch up and the Bison lost the
game 15-9, and the match 3-2.
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. On October 11, 1997, Dennis Rodman
returned from an 11-game suspension, the
•
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second-longest in NBA history.
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Sportswriter William
Rhoden To Visit Howard
BY ELLIOTT JONES
Sports Editor

New York Times sportswriter and author of the bestselling book "Forty Million
Dollar Slaves" \Villiam C.
Rhoden will gi,·e a guest lecture at Howard University,
addressing the issues facing
the modern-day Black athlete.
The lecture will be held
in the Blackburn Center
Auditorium from 2 p.m. until
4 p.m.
The event is being hosted
by the College of Arts and
~ciences and the Department
of
Health,
Human
Performance and Leisure
Studies at Howard (HHPLS),
and is open to students, faculty, staff and the community at large, says Dr. Doris
Corbett, interim chairperson
oft.'ie HHPLS Department.
"This lecture is to inform
the academic community
about the impact of sports on
the Black athlete at the professional level," Corbett said.
In his book "Forty Million
DoJlar Slaves," Rhoden likens the present-day sports
hierarchy to slavery days, in
which athletes are used as
property and similarly work
for owners, most of whom are
White and benefit economically from tJ1eir labor.
"The nature of his work
is very important to what
we do in the Health, Human
Performance and Leisure
Studies department, in that
he discusses sports from a
social standpoint," Corbett
said. "This offers students a
chance to look at sports from
a critical, sociological perspective."
Some of the issues
Rhoden is expected to cover
include the dynamics between
sports and big business, education, prejudice and discrin1ination, religion, and the
effect of sports on society and
the Black family, among oth-

..

more valuable.
"All too often, you only
"I expect Mr. Rhoden's
discussion
to enlighten, get one pcrspecti\'C," Hill
inform and assist the student said, referring to the mainbody in thinking critically stream media. "He has the
about these issues," Corbett experience, he has clone the
research and obviously has
said.
Howard
University strong lcclings on the subSports Information Director ject. He felt (the topic) "as
Ed Hill, Jr. also believes important enough to write
that the lecture will benefit this powerful book and come
those who want more insight here to Howard to share his
into how sports, race and ~nowledgc with us.
Rhoden is a graduate of
the media are connected in
American society.
Morgan State University, and
"The book speaks for has written for The New York
itself," Hill said. "It's already Times since i983. He has
a best-seller and it's an been a sports columnist there
important piece of work for since the mid-199o's.
Prior to that. Rhoden
our students, especially iliose
who want to learn about the served as an associate editor
at Ebony magazine and a colplight of the Black athlete."
Hill, who is also a profes- ~ nnist With The Baltimore
sor of a Sports and the Media Sun. Ile has also worked with
course in the HIIPLS depart- ESPN as a consultant for their
ment, also feels that Rhodcn's "SportsCcntury" series and a
knowledge of the subject regular guest on ..The Sports
makes his appearance all the Reporters."
ers.

·MILLION
•
T he Rise, Fall, and Redemption
of the Black .t\thlete

WILLIAM C. RHODEN

.... ri. ...

Sophomore forward Lemuel Lyons goes up for a header against St. Franc is (PA) In a
home game last month. Howard gained Its second home win of the year last night.

Men's Soccer Beat Navy 3-2
With Overtinte Penalty Kick
BY WINNIE CLARK-JENKINS
H1 /top Staf' Wn "

.\ftrr a short strin~ of
recent losSl'S, the Bison soccer te~ m added another victory to their scoreboard last
night in a home game against
Navy.
The game went into overtime when both Nav\ and
Howard were tied 2-2 at the
end of regulation time. \\'ith
two overtimes, the game
resulted in a final -,core of
3 2.
'"I think we had a l 1t of
good opportunities and we
capitalized on them," said
forward i\1ikc Okoh, one of
the game's scorers.
The win is Howard's
second home win and their
fourth overall for the season.
The Bison stayed ahead in the
first half with a goal Sl'Ored by
defender 1laribo Tavlor, but
Navy played a tough game
and was able to come bal'k in
the second half by tying the
game on a goal by forward
Marc Garcia.
However, the Bison
brought the game back in
their hands with a penalty kick made by Okoh
straight into Navy's goal.
That goal by Okoh was
soon followed by another
goal m.td• by Na' 1. tying
tlw game once agam.
ln the second round
of overtime, midfielder
Marcel Storer was able

lo finalize the game with a
winning penalt) kick.
"I am really happ) that
we got a win at home," said
Okoh. "I am really happy for
the tc.tm overall bccausi.: we
are not out there playing as
individuals. Even though we
made a lot of mistakes, we
were able to gel back into the
game."
.
Navy tied their last match
this past Saturday against
Colgate University.
Unfortunat<.'ly for their
lt: 1m. their head coach \\as
ejl'ctcd during the second
half of the game when he was
given a red card for yelling at
the official.
The men felt that they
played a tough game, in
which they gave Navy very
few opportunities to shoot at
the goal. Howard was able
to take ten shots during the
game, four of which were
on goal while Nav) took six,
three of which were on goal.
The Bison ~nded a three
game losing streak with last
night's home game. The team

was excited about the win
as they prepare for another
home game on Friday.
"It is always a boost when
you have a victon, said team
captain, Jason Gross. "I think
it gave the team the confidence we need to go into
our big conference game on
Friday."
Despite a big victory for
the Bison, Gross felt that the
team, as well as his own performance, could have been
better and they could have
played a harder g,1mc.
"I felt like 1 could have
given more offensively," said
Gross. "I felt like we had a lot
of luck this game, but we can
all look at it and pick up for
the game on Friday."
The Bison will take on
Philadelphia
University
Friday in another home game
to be held at Greene Stadium
at 7 p.m. The game will be
an Atlantic Conference game,
one of only two remaining
regular season conferem:e
games for Howard.

"Even though we made a lot
of mistakes, we were able to
get back into the game."
- Okoh, '08
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' HBCU, from A 1
i96os cohort of affirmative
· · · ·.. ·...... .. .... · ·· .. .. .......... · ...... · .. · action students, large nwn-

Marymount, many
people keep to themselves and
sometimes it can feel like high
sch ool, because it tan get very
'clique-ish.' Howard's campus
always bas something going
on...it almost makes me happy
I went to MU. If I went to
Howard, I would get too distracted," Hulen said.
· Marc Lamont Hill, Ph.D.,
author and professor at Temple
University, recently wrote
a book about the issues that
HBClYs are facing. The first
cause he cites is the expanding opportunity at Ivy League
schools.
"Beginning with the
"At

hers of black students were
able to bypass the HBCU and
matriculate directly into the
White mainstream. Whereas
scholars like Come! West and
Henry Louis Gates were able
to enroll as undergraduates at
Harvard and Yale University,
t11eir intellectual h eroes and
mentors had no such luxury.
W.E.B. Dubois had to attend
Fisk before obtaining a Ph.D.
al Harvard," Hill•said.
Hill also discussed the
new role HBClYs play.
''Whereas previous generations saw an HBCU degree
as a badge of honor and community solidarity, many of

today's students and parents
see the black college as a secondary or tertiary alternative
to Ivy League universities and
elite liberal arts colleges. While
this is partly due to the everexpanding bourgeoisie sensibilities of the black middle
class, it is also directly connected to the increased corporatization of higher education," Hill· said.
"Despite all the statistics
and what others think, I love
Howard. There was no other
option for me, not because I
wasn't qualified but because
my heart \.YaS here. Just look
at the history, it says it all,"
said Elysia Ross, a junior prephannacy major.
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HBCUs were founded on the Idea that blacks needed Institutions that catered especlally
to their needs. Today, the question of whether HBCUs are still needed Is up for debate.

Origins Seeks to Spread Chocolate :aeauty
a combination of every goodfor-you part of the cocoa
plant, according to the company's website, www.origins.
com.
Made from pure cocoa
extract, which contains a
range of vitamins and minerals according lo the site, the
line is ainled at creating flawless skin.
Using chocolate as a skin
care treatment is not a new
concept. Other treatments
have been developed and
range from prices high in the
thousands to only a few dollars.
With affordable, studentfriendly prices, Origins makes
the treatments available for
aliuost everyone. Prices range
fron1 $10 to $28 for each individual product in the beauty
line.
A body cleanser, buffing
scrub, cream bath, body butter and body bar are available
to treat all common causes of
imperfect skin.
Despite tile skepticism in
using chocolate as a skin care
treatment, students are ..vming to try the product.
Origins is revolutionizing
skin care as an experience for
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Origins beauty line has released a new collection of beauty products specializing In the
Improvement of skin using Ingredients such as cocoa butter, vanllla, ginger and orange.

Last month the beauty
supply company Origins
launched a new line that
appeals to the senses.
With expert advice from
Harvard trained medical
doctor, botanist and worldrenowned pioneer in integrative n1edicine, Dr. Andrew
Weil, Origins has unleashed
its new line of skin care products.
Origins, which boasts the
use of natural ingredients like
ginger, mushroom and turmeric in the skin care products, has found an extract
from an unlikely source,
chocolate.
"When I 'vas younger, my
mother insisted that I used
nothing with alcohol, which
dries out the skin, or too
many chemicals," said junior
journalism major Khashiffa
Roberts who added with a
smile, "and it seen1s to have
worked.''
So, put all the evils of
chocolate aside, the line,
appropriately called Cocoa
Therapy Beauty Products is
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the entire body by using the
natural cocoa extract \vhich
is said to contain natural
mood-boosters and engage
the senses.
The products also match
the alluring scent of chocolate, or theobroma cacao as
it is known to scientists, with
hints of vanilla, ginger and
orange.
Crystal Liverpool, a sophomore hospitality management major is one supporter
of the product.
"I have used cocoa butter,
it helps get rid of marks and
evens out skin tone, so ifthere
is a whole line of skin care
products dedicated to that
specifically I ,.,;. n definitely try
it, especially if it smells like
chocolate," Liverpool said.
The Cocoa Therapy
Beauty Products by Origins
were highlighted on the
lnStyle website as one of its
''Hot Finds - Sweet Beauty
Treats."
The products ure available online at www.origins.
com and can be purchased
from retail outlets, including
Macy department stores and
Origins outlets in many metropolitan areas.
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Directions: E.ach row, each column, J
and each 3x3 box must contain each
and every digit 1-9 exactly once.
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4 5
9 1 8
9 6 1
4 3 2 8
6
3 8
1
5
8
8 9
1 5 4 3
4
2 6 1
5 8 9
4
.
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Cheating Through the Mecca
For our parents, it was just the girl smacking gum in more vigilant and remain etliithe generic torn notebook the back row that knows, but in cal (and not mess up the curve
paper cheat sheets. For us, it's ten years that can be the woman for tl1ose who take tlieir 'C' witl1
Blackberries, graphing calcu- who decides whether you get dignity!).
Cheating says a lot about
lators, websites that sell term that promotion.
No one wants the doctor a person's own morals. If you
papers, Sidekicks, Cliff Notes,
the many ways to cheat online who skated their way through don't respect this University
and many other things we at medical school or who found and what it stands for, what
The liilltop aren't cool enough a way to cheat on the MCAT. makes anyone think you respect
to even know about But regard- No one wants the lawyer who tliem or tlieir belongings or
even yourself? Let's
less of how you do it or
use our technology
how easy it is, cheating
to do good and prewill forever be wrong.
To
plagiarize
Just because technology niakes serve tlie curve and
our own integrity.
term papers or cheat
cheating
easier
doesn't
1nake
it
The reality is
on tests really shows
your character, or lack
less wrong or less unethical. In you only cheat yourself in the long run
of, and discredits the
degree we all plan to the end, you only cheat yourself! and tliose who you
obtain. Though a cheat
are to serve. You are
shet ·t (yeah we saw you gu) '"itl1 stapled a cheat sheet inside not going to be as good as You
the glas.<;es cheating on that their sweat shirt sleeve during could be because of your own
Finance Principles exam with the Bar.
lack of planning and preparaAnd witli all the fancy ways tion.
the loud piece of white paper
Maybe it will be in an interlast week) may seem like no big we as students have at our findeal, it is disrespectful to all the gertips to cheat, what makes you view for a job you really want or
oilier students who would love tliink our professors aren't privy on a first date, when a country,
to cheat but fought the feeling, to the same advancements?
a book or some area of study
to the professor and allows for
Teachers aren't as stupid as you didn't take tlie opportunity
I
1 , the exam to not truly assess how
many of us think and witli eager to learn about comes up, and it
' well the class is doing.
bea"er graduate assistants, it will finally sink in that you only
Also, the same way our staff won't be long before they catch got over on yourself.
We pay too much for edumembers see fellow classmates your plagiarized term paper or
• cheat, evel)·one in tlie class can ;e< you scrolling through that cation not to challenge oursee you cheat as well. We all Blackberry for the document s;•lves to get tlie most out of tllis
know the world of black intel- you downloaded.
experience. In 2006, cheaters
lectuals is extremely small and
It is easier to cheat today, still never prosper.
intertwined. So today it may be so we as students must be even
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"You can give your whole
heart, but people won't be happ)
till tliey've cleaned out the vecy
trencl1es of your soul!"
That's what I shrieked to my
•
dad as I came out. Emotional,
r it shows coming out is rarely
,. easy. ll lakes strength and sup: port. So, on National Coming Out
,; Day, join BLAGOSAH (Bisexual,
Lesbian, and Gay Organization of
, Students at Howard) in accepting
tliose avowing open lives.
They may be different
superficially, but we must honor
universal commonalities. At
tinles, we're loved, unwanted,
• triumphant, and defeated. And
1: we must let feelings from tliose
1: moments guide conduct toward
: others. ll surely holds true for
tliosc coming out. Sometinlcs
. easy, being out can be discourag•: ing. It can be painful. Ifs notliing
~: if not mixed.
"':
A student in my all-male
Catliolic high school proved that
1 He was very secure, never apolo: gizing for fitting stereotypes. He
1
seemed to enjoy challenging
1• conservative views of masculinity. But, harassed mercilessly, he
paid dearly. He battled bigoted
teachers on many issues. He \.\TIS
once even put out of his home.
~
Yes, being out varies. I know
1
from experience. But there are
tinles now when I'm so free, I
indicate my Sexuality unwit-

Monday

Gay youth are O\'erreprescnted
in suicides and homelessness.
Some face '~olence. In extreme
cases, families reject children,
.put them out of their homes, or
punish tliem. I know survivors
of tliis cruelty, and admire their
resolve to brave tlie fire to claim
their tn1th.
That
is,
after
all,
BLAGOSAH's reality. It can also
be hard lx•ing out as a group, even
at a school noted for excellence
and a progressive spirit \Vhereas
one might expect an embrace,
some argue we shouldn't exist,
tear down our fliers, and say we
"broadcast" our sexuality. They
can't see we help people, why we
demand equality or seek unity, or
tl1at others politicize our sexuality.
tntiniately, it's still worth it
Coming out is cathartic. It puts
the true selfabove others' \isions.
It is to trust that no matter what
the outcome, genuineness yields
enough benefit to offset hardship.
And it's much easier when
people affiim their love for you
rather tlian make it a lie. So, as
you finish reading, ponder reacting to a loved one's coming out.
Would you celebrate that person's
freedom, or reveal your relationship as smoke and mirrors?
- Vmcent Sherry
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National 'Come Out' Day
tingly or spontaneously. A girl I
knew moderately asked to be my
partner. When we met, her boyfriend stayed, implying I wanted
her ·sexually. He later somehow
thought I might actually be gay,
which I mistakenly confirmed as
we shared higl1 school experiences. I said I felt isolated because
I was black, prompting his
inquiries into whetlier students
thought I \\.JS gay and mistreated
me for that.
"Well, I'm also black," I
quipped to stress that tlie treatment, not my reality, mattered. I
didn't intend to say "also," but it
flowed naturally.
He burst into hysterical
laughter and said, "Nothing can
be more comfo11ing to a guy
whose girl is doing a project with
anotlier guy tlian to know he's
gay." We botli laughed and selfdisclosed more freely as we all
drank wine and I left the witness
stand. But being out isn't always
idyllic or funny. I wrote a gayrelated editorial last year, personally offending some. Gossip
made my orientation fodder
for the rumor mill. I can't guess
who'll treat me differently tomorrow or whetlier local relatives will
u~·· tliis to slander me among m)
extenut.'<I family at home, but
my point may always be lost on
them.
Yet tliis is hardly tlie plight.
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The Hilltop encourages its readers to share their opinions with the newspaper through Letters to
The F.ditor or P~ All letters should include a ro1nplete address nnd telephone number and
i;hould be sent electronically on our website at ww" .thehilltoponlinc.com.
'
Airj inquiries fur advertisements or Hilltopics should be directed to TI1e Hilltop Business office.
The Hilltop:
2251 Sherman Avenue NW
Washington, DC 20001
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Now in its 83J'(l year, The llilltop is 1rublished l\tonday through Friday by Howard Unh-cn.ity
studenl'I. With a readenhlp of more than 7,000, The llilltop l11 the largeiit black collegiate h'-9'\'Spllper
in the nation.
TilC opinions cxpl
ell on the Editorial & Pu sp:cth-cs pugr arc the \iews of1be Hilltop Editorial
Boardandthoseoftheauthorsandd<>notnecessarilyrep~tHowardUnhusityoritsadministra

tion.
The llUltop 1 cscn~ the rfRht to edit letters for space und grammatical errors and any inllppr&
priate, libelous ~r defamatory content. All letters must be !>ubmlttcd u wa-k prior to publk:ation.
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